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This Isn’t Your Father's MLP 
 

In the film “Back to the Future”, Marty McFly inadvertently changes the past and nearly removes himself from 

existence. The succeeding adventure portrays Marty and Doc Brown rebirthing Marty’s existence, though the 

events that transpire alter Marty’s father’s future into a better version of himself, one of leadership and strength 

versus the passivity and weakness shown in the film’s beginning. No, Eagle Global hasn’t invented a time machine 

(yet) that can alter the past to better the future. But if we had how would we change Midstream’s past to invoke a 

better future? Our short list would be to have management finance organic growth capital spending with internally 

generated cash flow, have distributions covered by sustainable fee-based cash flows, and emphatically reject the 

creation of the incentive distribution rights (IDRs). While a time machine would have saved us a lot of volatility, we 

think Midstream has largely accomplished these goals and we look to 2019 for a fresh start. 

 

 

Revisiting the Infrastructure Growth Story: The United States’ Critical Role in Supporting Global Demand 
 

The world continues to diversify its energy supply at the same time US production sets new records, resulting in the 

need for more infrastructure. As a result, the sector provides a compelling total return proposition for investors as 

asset growth should be largely funded by internally generated cash flows resulting in better managed balance 

sheets. The US has an ample supply of oil and natural gas and constantly improving technology to extract these 

resources. Wells Fargo forecasts oil production will grow over 1 million barrels per day (10% annually) and natural 

gas production will increase 5% annually through 2022. What will consume all this new production? 

 

For oil, it’s the Export Market. Conservation initiatives in the domestic market have kept demand flat, though 

globally demand continues to trend higher. As shown in the chart on the next page, North America’s market share 

of Global demand has stayed mostly flat and is projected to decline. However, Global demand is projected to grow 

1.0-1.5% annually (Wells Fargo), and with sharp production declines in Venezuela and uncertainty in   Russia and 

Iran the dependence on United States production has grown. North America’s market share of Global supply is 

forecasted to materially increase from 20% in 2016 to 25% in 2021. 
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For natural gas, it’s the Domestic Market. The development of shale gas has led to a manufacturing resurgence, 

lower electricity prices, and large reductions in carbon emissions because of coal-to-gas switching. In addition, 

natural gas exports are climbing as new liquefaction facilities commence operations. We expect the secular natural 

gas growth story will continue for an extended time. There are a multitude of charts we could show to make our 

case but think the next two sums up our argument nicely. The first shows steady natural gas production growth, 

despite low prices and an export market still in its infancy. The second shows global demand for LNG, which we 

believe the US is best positioned to take advantage. 
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Maybe you’re well versed in global energy supply/demand trends, though perhaps not on how much infrastructure 

is still needed to drive this future. We estimate our Midstream companies (universe: 55) will invest $82 billion in 

capital expenditures in 2019-20 on infrastructure that range from deep in the producing basins all the way to 

demand centers that include coastal export facilities. While we prefer to look forward, we thought it’d be interesting 

to apply the same analysis to our models back in late-2014. Back in late-2014, right before oil prices corrected, we 

were forecasting our Midstream companies (universe: 62) would spend $78 billion in capital expenditures over the 

2015-2016 timeframe. We admit additions/subtractions to our coverage universe (ie, Canadian stocks) between 

the two-time frames likely skews results to some extent, though even if we’re somewhat off, it speaks volumes that 

oil prices can correct as much as they have and the opportunity set for infrastructure companies has remained 

largely the same. 

Looking forward, there is a debate about whether the above is a positive or negative for Midstream. Some claim 

the era of massive Midstream spending is in its twilight, and this is a good thing because we believe companies will 

apply harvested free cash flow to dividend increases and share buybacks. Others would say companies should take 
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advantage of growth opportunities if the returns are attractive. The Bear case of each of these is straightforward. 

Fail to invest in attractive opportunities now and pay the price later, or fail to achieve expected returns on organic 

growth and pay the price now. It really all comes down to management teams and investors views on long-term 

expectations for energy infrastructure. We lean modestly bullish over the long-term, partly because there are still 

plenty of attractive growth projects under consideration but also because this capital spending is expected to be 

mostly financed internally. 

 

We Believe Investors Starved for Yield Will Come Around to Midstream 2.0, Eventually 

 

We get it. It isn’t that Midstream yields aren’t interesting, it’s that the last several years have shown they aren’t 

believable. Many Midstream companies either reduced their distribution outright, or through a GP/LP 

simplification. It’s a classic case of “it isn’t me, it’s you!” At this point, we think distribution cuts have largely 

played out – all but one of the top 10 stocks in the Alerian by weight (~67% of total) have either completed or 

announced terms for a simplification and companies that cut distributions outright have transitioned to a self-

funding model. While it could take investors some time to recognize the sustainability of the current yield, we 

believe this time is more likely to take quarters, not years. Therefore, we believe in the market cap-adjusted yield 

(MLPs and C-Corps). 

 

Midstream companies have come a long way in their efforts to internally finance growth projects that   allow them 

to exploit the attractive opportunities we touched on earlier. Once again looking at how much has changed over 

the last four years, we ran an analysis of all the companies we had financial models for at the end of 2014 and 

compared them to today. As shown in the below two charts, public equity burdens have fallen from an annualized 

$23 billion at the end of 2014 to $4 billion currently, a decrease of 81%! Relative to the sector’s market cap, the 

burden at the end of 2014 was just over 5.6%, versus just 0.9% today. While we recognize the sector is not 

completely self-funding, the burden is tremendously lower today than it was four years ago. In addition, the modest 

consolidation we’ve seen within Midstream has the added benefit of increasing trading liquidity that should make 

even this small amount of equity digestible. 
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With momentum crushing equity offerings hopefully a thing of the past, we highlight that coverage ratios today are 

also materially better than they were four years ago. Two year forward distribution/dividend coverage ratios 

averaged 1.19x at the end of 2014, compared to the 1.39x coverage ratio we expect over the next two years today. 

While balance sheets are still being repaired, this amount of excess cash flow allows management teams to finance 

growth internally (as depicted earlier) and we believe that will allow the denominator in leverage ratios 

(Debt/EBITDA) to repair balance sheets or simply do it directly via debt paydowns. The pushback we’ve received on 

this from investors is “is this enough?” What is the proper coverage for the sector? Meanwhile, management teams 

highlight the moving target that is credit agency and investor expectations. The idea that once a company reaches 

4.0x leverage the market may require 3.5x, and so on down the line. We think this is pretty typical of a sector scarred 

by several years of terrible performance. These expectations may potentially normalize only when investors believe 

management teams’ claims of capital spending discipline and self-funding.  

  

Turning to general partner (GP) burdens, we highlight with several simplifications (aka IDR eliminations) under way 

that the scorecard shows 45% of coverage has no general partner burden. This compares to just 13% at the end of 

2014. On a market cap basis, a whopping 88% of coverage has no GP burden, also comparing favorably to the end 

of 2014 where just 49% had no GP burden. The verdict is in, investors may penalize companies that have this archaic 

structure, a lesson not lost on those that still have the IDR structure in place. It may take another year or two, but 

we believe the IDR structure will find its rightful place in the dustbin of history. 

 

Have Total Return and Value Stocks Come Back Into Vogue? Not Yet 

 

Last quarter we wrote about the sharp dislocation between Value stocks and Growth stocks. We        presented the 

case that history supports the mean reversion of Value to Growth, but also that Midstream screens well against the 

Value indices. An update of that analysis shows that despite recent volatility in the broader stock market, Midstream 

continues to be underappreciated relative to the broader market, Growth indices, and Value indices.  

  

The chart below shows the current and 10-year average Price-to-Book for the Alerian MLP Index and a variety of 

other market indices. Growth indices continue to trade at an outsized premium (average: +28%) to their 10-year 

average, whereas Value is more fairly valued (average: +12%). Meanwhile, the Alerian trades at a discount (-3%) to 

its 10-year average, indicating the sector is inexpensive to both Value and Growth. 

Investors cannot directly invest in an index and unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges.  Past performance is no              
guarantee of future results. 
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What Does All This Mean? 

 

We don’t know what’s going to get Midstream working again, we can only make our assumptions and continue to 

point out the positives and negatives of what’s happening. Our hope is that Midstream will finally deliver on its 

promise of steady and stable cash flows, with organic growth financed internally and with healthy balance sheets. 

That Midstream will no longer be complicated by general partners and IDRs, while providing real defense against 

the fluctuations of oil prices. If this happens, we think both energy and generalist investors will find it hard to resist 

such a compelling total return proposition. 

 

A Few Final Thoughts 

 

Lost in the noise is the solid EBITDA growth the Midstream sector is delivering. Most of the literature over the last 

several years has been dedicated to the structural shift occurring in Midstream that includes reforming the sector’s 

financial management practices. While backwards looking, we highlight the sector is delivering on its EBITDA growth 

expectations. To show this we separated out 13 companies not impacted by the ongoing structural shifts (i.e., 

simplifications, etc.) that represent a majority of several of our portfolio strategies. Over the last seven quarters 

EBITDA has grown 30% while beating Street’s consensus estimates for 5 consecutive quarters (see charts). It’s one 

thing to say the fundamentals are great, it’s another to verify they’re great through actual earnings reports. It’s 

possible the Street may catch   company expectations and slow the “beat and raises” we saw in 2018, though we 

continue to forecast EBITDA growth as ongoing projects commence operations. The importance of this shouldn’t 

be understated, as the combination of debt paydowns and EBITDA growth may allow companies to de-lever faster. 

 

 

Stock buybacks coming? It seems likelier with every conference attended. In early December we met with nearly 20 

companies at a major Midstream conference, and there were several management teams openly evaluating a stock 

buyback program. The thinking goes like this: Midstream companies have excess free cash flow that management 

is free to direct as they wish. Certainly, increasing organic growth is an option, but with competition still weighing 

on project returns management may see their own stock as providing the best value proposition. It’s not lost on 

management that valuations for the same infrastructure are much higher in the private markets then they are in 

the public. To the extent management teams execute stock buyback programs could provide a tailwind to stocks 

that will feed itself and help investors feel comfortable re-entering Midstream.  
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Colorado Proposition 112 Update. The highly publicized Proposition 112 in Colorado failed by a vote of 57%-43%. 

As a reminder, Colorado Prop 112 proposed to make mandatory a minimum 2,500-foot setback from “occupied 

buildings” within the state, an increase from the current setback of 500 feet for homes and 1,000 feet for schools. 

While pitched as a safety measure, the proposed setback as policy would have been a de facto ban on energy 

development in the state of Colorado. We have no opinion on the margin of victory but expect industry to work 

with the incoming Democratic Governor and Legislature to find a compromise in the hopes that this will not be an 

issue again in two years. 

 

Capital Flows and Access to Capital 

 

There is no way to sugarcoat how bad capital flows were in the fourth quarter and for 2018 as a whole. The fourth 

quarter saw a net capital outflow of roughly $850 million, though this paints only half a picture because November 

and December posted outflows of roughly $370 million and $905 million respectively. It is our view that while tax 

loss harvesting played a role, there were also real redemptions occurring as investors threw in the towel on 

Midstream and moved their capital elsewhere. For 2018, there was a net capital inflow of $1.4 billion, which is 77% 

below last year. The data set begins in 2011, which is how far back you have to go for the previous low of $3.9 

billion. 
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Market Outlook 

 

We continue to focus on the research and portfolio execution effort, and are in constant dialogue with industry 

experts and management teams. We’ve observed a positive change in investor sentiment recently, and are excited 

about the fourth quarter earnings season as our universe’s management teams continue to execute strategic 

initiatives in a fundamentally sound market.  

 

We remain optimistic about the long-term investment opportunity for MLPs as we expect demand for midstream 

services will continue to expand. We believe there is significant long-term value in the asset class in terms of 

distribution yield, distribution growth and total return. The asset class has evolved and Midstream companies have 

taken the necessary steps to strengthen their companies by making business model improvements, such as, 

reducing debt, increasing distribution coverage, and internally funding growth, among others.  

 

Valuations of the midstream sector appear undervalued based on historical averages.  Yield metrics such as MLP 

yield spreads to U.S. Treasuries and high yield bonds continue to be historically wide indicating attractive MLP 

valuations.  Other valuation metrics such as cash flow multiples also appear attractive relative to historical averages. 

 

Additionally, U.S. energy and midstream fundamentals appear strong. Oil production volumes have surpassed 

recent highs and are expected to continue to grow in the coming years.  Natural gas volumes produced continue to 

increase. Global oil inventories have steadily declined and are back near historical averages, and demand growth 

continues. For natural gas, we continue to see many visible sources of new demand for U.S. natural gas including 

new chemical and industrial plants, new gas-fired electric generation facilities, and exports via pipeline and LNG in 

the years to come. As previously mentioned, with this type of growth potential, we believe there is significant long-

term value in the asset class in terms of distribution yield, distribution growth and total return.   
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Disclosures: 

 

Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Eagle MLP Strategy Fund. 

This and other important information about the Fund is contained in the prospectus, which can be obtained by calling 1-888-

868-9501 or visiting www.eaglemlpfund.com. The prospectus should be read carefully before investing. The Eagle MLP 

Strategy Fund is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member FINRA/SIPC. This is an actively managed 

dynamic portfolio. There is no guarantee that any investment (or this investment) will achieve its objectives, goals, generate 

positive returns, or avoid losses. The information provided should not be considered tax advice. Please consult your tax advisor 

for further information. Eagle Global Advisors, Princeton Fund Advisors, LLC and Northern Lights Distributors, LLC are 

not affiliated. 

 

A master limited partnership (MLP) is a limited partnership that is publicly traded on a securities exchange.  It combines the tax 

benefits of a limited partnership with the liquidity of publicly traded securities.  To qualify for MLP status, a partnership must 

generate at least 90 percent of its income from what the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) deems "qualifying" sources, generally 

relating to the production, processing or transportation of natural resources, such as oil and natural gas. 

 

The Alerian MLP Index is a composite of the 50 most prominent energy master limited partnerships calculated by Standard & 

Poor's using a float-adjusted market capitalization methodology. 

 

The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index that measures the performance of 500 U.S. large-capitalization domestic 

stocks representing all major industries. 

 

The Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Index provides a measure of the performance of the U.S. investment grades bonds market. 

 

Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA is a multiple used to determine the value of a company.  It shows the value of a company based on 

a multiple of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA). 

 

Price-to-Distributable Cash Flow is a valuation ratio calculated by dividing a company’s current stock price by its distributable 

cash flow per share. 

 

Standard Deviation is a statistical measurement of volatility risk based on historical returns. 

 

Risk Factors: 

 

Credit Risk: There is a risk that note issuers will not make payments on securities held by the Fund, resulting in losses to the 

Fund. In addition, the credit quality of securities held by the Fund may be lowered if an issuer’s financial condition changes. 

  

Distribution Policy Risk: The Fund’s distribution policy is not designed to guarantee distributions that equal a fixed percentage 

of the Fund’s current net asset value per share. Shareholders receiving periodic payments from the Fund may be under the 

impression that they are receiving net profits. However, all or a portion of a distribution may consist of a return of capital (i.e. 

from your original investment). Shareholders should not assume that the source of a distribution from the Fund is net profit. 

Shareholders should note that return of capital will reduce the tax basis of their shares and potentially increase the taxable gain, 

if any, upon disposition of their shares. 

 

ETN Risk: ETNs are subject to administrative and other expenses, which will be indirectly paid by the Fund. Each ETN is subject 

to specific risks, depending on the nature of the ETN. ETNs are subject to default risks. Foreign Investment Risk: Investing in 

notes of foreign issuers involves risks not typically associated with U.S. investments, including adverse political, social and 

economic developments, less liquidity, greater volatility, less developed or less efficient trading markets, political instability and 

differing auditing and legal standards. 

 

Interest Rate Risk: Typically, a rise in interest rates can cause a decline in the value of notes and MLPs owned by the Fund. 

 

Liquidity Risk: Liquidity risk exists when particular investments of the Fund would be difficult to purchase or sell, possibly 

preventing the Fund from selling such illiquid securities at an advantageous time or price, or possibly requiring the Fund to 

dispose of other investments at unfavorable times or prices in order to satisfy its obligations. 
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Management Risk: Eagle’s judgments about the attractiveness, value and potential appreciation of particular asset classes and 

securities in which the Fund invests may prove to be incorrect and may not produce the desired results. Additionally, Princeton’s 

judgments about the potential performance of the Fund’s investment portfolio, within the Fund’s investment policies and risk 

parameters, may prove incorrect and may not produce the desired results. 

 

Market Risk: Overall securities market risks may affect the value of individual instruments in which the Fund invests. Factors 

such as domestic and foreign economic growth and market conditions, interest rate levels, and political events affect the 

securities markets. 

 

MLP Risk: Investments in MLPs involve risks different from those of investing in common stock including risks related to limited 

control and limited rights to vote on matters affecting the MLP, risks related to potential conflicts of interest between the MLP 

and the MLP’s general partner, cash flow risks, dilution risks and risks related to the general partner’s limited call right. MLPs 

are generally considered interest-rate sensitive investments. During periods of interest rate volatility, these investments may not 

provide attractive returns. Depending on the state of interest rates in general, the use of MLPs could enhance or harm the overall 

performance of the Fund. 

 

MLP Tax Risk: MLPs, typically, do not pay U.S. federal income tax at the partnership level. Instead, each partner is allocated a 

share of the partnership’s income, gains, losses, deductions and expenses. A change in current tax law or in the underlying 

business mix of a given MLP could result in an MLP being treated as a corporation for U.S. federal income tax purposes, which 

would result in such MLP being required to pay U.S. federal income tax on its taxable income. The classification of an MLP as 

a corporation for U.S. federal income tax purposes would have the effect of reducing the amount of cash available for distribution 

by the MLP. Thus, if any of the MLPs owned by the Fund were treated as corporations for U.S. federal income tax purposes, it 

could result in a reduction of the value of your investment in the Fund and lower income, as compared to an MLP that is not 

taxed as a corporation. 

 

Energy Related Risk: The Fund focuses its investments in the energy infrastructure sector, through MLP securities. Because of 

its focus in this sector, the performance of the Fund is tied closely to and affected by developments in the energy sector, such as 

the possibility that government regulation will negatively impact companies in this sector. Energy infrastructure entities are 

subject to the risks specific to the industry they serve including, but not limited to, the following: Fluctuations in commodity 

prices; Reduced volumes of natural gas or other energy commodities available for transporting, processing, storing or 

distributing; New construction risk and acquisition risk which can limit potential growth; A sustained reduced demand for crude 

oil, natural gas and refined petroleum products resulting from a recession or an increase in market price or higher taxes; 

Depletion of the natural gas reserves or other commodities if not replaced; Changes in the regulatory environment; Extreme 

weather; Rising interest rates which could result in a higher cost of capital and drive investors into other investment 

opportunities; and Threats of attack by terrorists. 

 

Non-Diversification Risk: As a non-diversified fund, the Fund may invest more than 5% of its total assets in the securities of one 

or more issuers. Small and Medium Capitalization Company Risk: The value of a small or medium capitalization company 

securities may be subject to more abrupt or erratic market movements than those of larger, more established companies or the 

market averages in general.  Structured Note Risk: MLP–related structured notes involve tracking risk, issuer default risk and 

may involve leverage risk. Mutual Funds involve risk including possible loss of principal. 
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